Letter of Complaint against Tribunal – Open Injustice
Regarding: 1.) EXTERNAL COMPLAINT against TRIBUNAL:

Tenancy division
CTTT – Sydney Registry
Level 12, 175 Castlereagh Street
Sydney NSW 2000

2.) Necessity for Urgent Independent Investigation of criminal abuse of

public office, power and resources for the purpose of assisting a party
in furtherance of Fraud
3.) Involvement of Police – Necessary
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ARE TRIBUNALS SQUANDERING PUBLIC RESOURCES?
On 26 October 2012 the NSW Attorney General, Greg Smith SC, announced a plan to consolidate
the state’s “complex and bewildering” tribunal system and to make it more accessible to the
community.
Clearly such statement would logically imply that Tribunals are currently not easily accessible and
are too complex to navigate.
The “sellers” of the tribunal consolidation advertise that it (among other things also) aims to ‘enable
tribunals to improve the quality, consistency and transparency of its services.’ This would again
imply that the tribunals are currently not achieving such qualities.
Keeping in perspective the $200 million running cost of tribunals as per the statement by Kay
Ransome in her article “Call for NSW tribunals overhaul” in The Australian dated 28 October 2011,
a reasonable opinion is that no consolidation can ever solve the current tribunal’s waste of public
resources problem, or improve access to justice, or quality of services, or quality of decisions for that
matter - without first addressing the corruption which appears to be so deeply rooted in the current
tribunal system.
High level of decision inconsistency, low quality of decision making and considerable impatience
exhibited by Tribunal Members, possibly due to bias, is also reported in the following Parliamentary
Submission: Tenants' Union of NSW Co-Op Limited, ‘Submission No 80: Inquiry into Opportunities
to Consolidate Tribunal’s in NSW’, 6/12/2011.
As to an actual sample case - judge for yourself:

METAPHORICAL RUNDOWN OF THE CASE:
Disclaimer: While the author attempted to keep all facts as accurate as possible, the overall case
outline is metaphorical. Names in this metaphor are completely fictitious and any resemblance to
actual persons is purely coincidental.
Mary comes into a Bakery and asks the baker for a Banana.
Baker cannot sell her Banana but can sell her Bread if she is hungry.
Mary is desperately hungry so she agrees to buy the Bread from the baker by signing a ‘Bread
Contract’.
After she buys and eats the Bread she then sues the baker because she originally wanted a Banana.
Mary (who is a skilled lawyer) extorts and intimidates the baker before as well as during proceedings
and also by her email dated 19/12/12 by warning the baker in advance of the Tribunal Hearing
22/02/13 that the Tribunal will find for her, and that the Tribunal has provided her with Substantive
Legal Advice encouraging her to go to Tribunal.
She claimed that she will win and that it will result in criminal findings against the baker – which is
her primary motivation compared to the insignificance of the remedy.
Surprise, surprise - the Tribunal found for Mary that it had jurisdiction, because it believed her false
claims, without any evidence, that the baker ‘fraudulently switched’ the Banana for Bread when she
was not looking, and that she did not realise the ‘fraudulent switch’ during the purchase or even
while she was eating the Bread, and that she only realised it for the first time after she Defecated the
Bread.
Tribunal stated that it did not matter that the baker was routinely selling Bread and that the purpose of
the Contract was to sell Bread, and that Mary after negotiations agreed to buy a Bred for the purpose
of consumption.
Perplexedly, what only mattered to the Tribunal was the Applicant’s Dominant Purpose of Entry into
the ‘Bread Contract’ before negotiations – which was to buy Banana – which the Tribunal elevated
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into the position of evidence of the ‘fraudulent switch’ without any other evidence – and despite
Mary’s admission that she does not really have any other evidence in support of the purported switch.
Also intriguingly, despite the inability of a ‘Defecating Evidence’ 1 to prove the ‘unlawful switch’ it
was tendered by Mary to the Tribunal on 22/02/13 in response to the Respondent’s evidence, and
which despite being irrelevant and inadmissible was inappropriately admitted into evidence in the
Hearing 22/02/13 by Member Simon in breach of Tribunal’s Order, in abuse of the Tribunal’s legal
process, as well as in breach of the Procedural Fairness.
Tribunal decided in its Decision 19/04/13 that it has jurisdiction to entertain the matter while
disregarding cardinal evidence (the signed written Contract) and considering irrelevant and invalid
false testimony which contradicted other evidence (e.g. email 19/12/12).
ACRONYMS & TERMS USED:
Occupant = the Applicant in the Tribunal case = the lawyer & aspiring academic teaching Criminal Law
at UNSW = with 6 names 3 of which match the names of one of the CTTT Members
Owner = the Respondent in the Tribunal case (received Tribunal’s Order for protection of his
personal information)
Holiday Contract = Short Term Luxury Holiday Accommodation Contract excluded from Residential
Tenancies Act 2010 (NSW) under its s.8(1)(h)
Premises = 1bdrm Luxury Holiday Beach Apartment
Presiding Member = Full Time CTTT Member - Teresa Simon
The Case = Applicant v Respondent (RT) [2013] CTTT (not yet published)

BRIEF CASE SUMMARY:
Applicant (criminal lawyer) responded to an advert, and applied for the advertised Luxury Short-term
Holiday Accommodation.
She then zealously pursued, negotiated and co-authored a Luxury Short-term Holiday
Accommodation Contract under s.8(1)(h) of the Residential Tenancies Act 2010 (NSW).
She happily relied on the Holiday Contract for about 8 months, but occasioned during her stay:





many breaches of the Contract,
couple of breaches of Strata By-Laws,
negligent damages to the Luxury Apartment, and
engaged in extortion, blackmail and intimidation.

Her occupancy was terminated on 17/08/12. On the same day she lodged her Application in the
tenancy division of the CTTT.
Since this was Holiday Contract excluded from operation of the RTA 2010 (NSW) under section
8(1)(h), the Applicant had to first prove (with the onus of proof on her) that the Tribunal had
jurisdiction.
Since the question of jurisdiction is NOT a matter of subjective assessment but a question of objective
assessment of Fact (as opposed to question of unverified and unsupported Claim) as per: Jonsson v
Arkway Pty Ltd and Anor [2003] NSWSC 815 an objective, documentary, factual, material evidence
was required to establish Tribunal’s jurisdiction.
The Tribunal previously considered in Ng v Wee [2011] NSWCTTT 396 that the Applicant bears the
burden of proving the existence of the Residential Tenancy Agreement.
1

with a file name: “\A. Images relevant during tenancy\IMAGES BEACH … during tenancy mostly 20110722\
IMG_1256 Please turn down sound! accidental film entry\IMG_1256 accidentally filmed entering shows opening
padlocks and a little of the entrance perhaps 20110820.MOV”
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The Applicant did not provide any objective, documentary, factual, material evidence to establish
Tribunal’s jurisdiction. She only provided false oral testimony. The only evidence of such required
quality was the signed, complete, written Holiday Contract which was rejected by the Tribunal on the
grounds of it being “irrelevant consideration”, and the Applicant’s email 19/12/12 which was wrongly
rejected on the grounds that it is privileged document.
Also, in this case the onus of proof was inappropriately reversed (refer to details below).
The Tribunal incorrectly found without evidence that it had jurisdiction – while misconstruing and
misapplying legislation, inappropriately relying on a “bona fide” provision from the RTA 1904 (WA)
which despite not having an equivalent in RTA 2010 (NSW) was still applied by the Member as if it
did – by incorrectly identifying its equivalent in s.13(2) of the RTA 2010 (NSW).
Naturally, the s.13(2) has completely different purpose which according to the ‘Residential Tenancies
Bill 2009 Explanatory Note’ was designed to only assist tenants with jurisdiction who were not
provided with express or properly written contracts.
This purportedly enabled the Member to consider surrounding circumstances instead of the express,
complete and written Contract (for details refer to the heading “Member’s Misrepresentation of
Law:”).
Also significantly, the Tribunal ignored a cardinal dictum contained in the case on which it relied: Re
Glynn; Ex Parte Royle & Ors [2003] WASCA 122 – which states that where the Contract is express,
complete and written then it is the Contract and its intent, terms and conditions which become the
primary consideration for the Tribunal instead of the surrounding circumstances.

REASONS FOR STRONG SUSPICION OF TRIBUNAL CORRUPTION:
APPEARANCE OF APPLICANT’S ASSOCIATION WITH THE TRIBUNAL:
The Occupant/Applicant wrote and published on the internet a list of members of her family
(quoting):
“ Name of the deceised
12.1.1921 - 30.1.2012
Passed away in Canberra. Beloved husband of Norma (dec).
Much loved father and father-in-law of Sue, Robert and Daphne, George and Sandra and Cherie and
Dennis.
Beloved Grandpop of Mary, Catherine, Ben, Louise, Josephine, Rhys, Nico and great-grandsons Tom
and Lochlan.
“We will always love you.”
William Cole Funerals Canberra” 2

Coincidently, Louise E...

W....

just happens to be an CTTT Part-time Member.

Tribunal refused to investigate this matter despite repeated requests have been made, and despite
repeated complaints about intimidation, bias and procedural unfairness have been made.
THE BLACKMAIL & INTIMIDATION EMAIL DATED 19/12/12 BECAME A SCRIPT FOR THE HEARING 22/02/13:
The Hearing 22/02/13 ran precisely according to the script which was previously advertised, or more
precisely threatened, in the Applicant’s intimidation email 19/12/12. Find details under heading
‘Intimidation’ below on page 15.
The entire registry department appears to be doing exactly what the Applicant wants. The Applicant
does not need any supporting material or evidence for any of her demands.
Note: adjournments are only permitted to be awarded when they are necessary. For any
considerations as to necessity due evidence is required – according to the Chairpersons Direction.
2

http://obituaries.themercury.com.au/obituaries/themercury-au/obituary.aspx?pid=155718018#fbLoggedOut
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Due considerations need to be made by weighing up the need for the adjournment against the
potential disadvantages or cost it could cause to both parties.
The Applicant did not need to submit any evidence, she just received the “stamp” – as per evidence
under the heading ‘Refusal to provide Adjournment of Proceedings & Extension of Time only to the
Respondent’ on page 9 below.
THE APPLICANT’S REPEATED DISCLOSURE OF RECEIVING SUBSTANTIVE LEGAL ASSISTANCE DIRECTLY FROM
TRIBUNAL:
The Applicant’s repeated confession of receiving substantive legal assistance directly from Tribunal is
contained in:
1.) her email dated 28/09/12 3
2.) her CTTT Application filed 05/10/12 4
3.) the Margaret McGregor’s Statutory Declaration 5
4.) including her email 19/12/12 6 (quoting):
“The Tribunal would find no reason to withhold the details, … . It’s the same thinking that the
Tenant’s Union and advice service have; they’ve both really encouraged me to take this to
hearing …”.
[Note: the Tenant’s Union and advice service represent one contactable entity]
The email also contains the following statements revealing malicious and vexatious state of mind
including an admission that she is, in effect, responsible for fraud (quoting):
“I just felt: I really don’t want you to be harmed. Quite suddenly I didn’t feel like ‘‘teaching you
a lesson’’ any more”, and
‘‘… the ‘‘winning’’ is really only that you lose a lot, and it seems completely disproportionate to
the scale of the dispute. …’’
“… The tribunal member is likely to find that you’ve committed an offence under the Act –
actually several. … To make the situation worse, your names and the property address will also
be published. … I asked myself: what do I really gain by pushing this hearing to the limit? I
win, but is there really any satisfaction in that? I imagined what it would feel like walking out from
the hearing, with you left facing a prosecution process, fines, a criminal history and future income
loss. …”, and
“I wish everything could be undone …, and just left you to let the apartment to people who
really did only want to use the apartment for a holiday for a couple of months” ----- this is unambiguously admitting that ‘she did not let the Respondent’ to let the premises to
someone else --- in another words, that she has pushed the Owner and the Contract to the limit --- as
she is now pushing the Hearing --- which disproves the Tribunal’s findings [at 30] that the
Respondent intended to avoid jurisdiction of the RTA
The facts are that the Occupant’s/Applicant’s email correspondence dated 19/12/12 7 did not come
with “without prejudice” label, contains only threats, intimidation, advertisement of confidence
divulging the outcome of the legal advice as well as the up-coming Hearing (22/02/13), does not
contain any Offer of Settlement what so ever and hence does not represent genuine settlement
negotiation – and consequently represents a waiver of all privileges it otherwise could have enjoyed.

3

Reference: Owner’s Folio 36 – 1-st par (filed 24/01/2013)

4

Reference: located on page 3 of Occupant’s Cover Letter/Submission – 3-rd par from bottom (filed 05/10/12)

5

Reference: (Statutory Declaration written by the Occupant) located in the Occupant’s Folio 275 – par 2 attached to the
Occupant’s amended CTTT Application (filed 20/12/12)

6

Reference: Occupant’s admission located under Owner’s Folio 236 – second par from bottom (filed 24/01/13)

7

Reference: Occupant’s admission located under Owner’s Folio 236 – second par from bottom (filed 24/01/13)
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General theory regarding admissibility of documents in cases where a party is pursuing a
dishonest case or is committing a criminal or fraudulent act is that the communication will be
admissible as evidence – as per:
 Hawick Jersey International Ltd -v- Caplan Times, 11 March 1988 and
 Pihiga Pty Ltd v Roche [2011] FCA 240 and
 Underwood v Cox (1912) 4 DLR 66.
Clearly, the disclosure by the Occupant/Applicant that she is receiving substantive legal advice
directly from the Tribunal belongs into the category of conduct which is “oppressive, dishonest,
or dishonourable”, as well as conduct which is contemptuous, criminal and fraudulent – as per:
 Unilever Plc -v- Proctor & Gamble Co [2001] 1 All ER 783, at 796 and
 Pihiga Pty Ltd v Roche [2011] FCA 240 and
 Kitkat v Sharp (1882) 48 LT 64 and
 Kurtz & Co v Spence & Sons (1888) 58 LT 438.
In addition, situation where without prejudice protection is usually lost arises out of events in
which allegations of threats are made either in, during or after the mediation, or during
proceedings – as per:
 Hall & Another -v- Pertemps [2005] EWHC 3110, and
 section 42(1)(d)(iii) of the CTTT Act 2001 (NSW).
Without Prejudice communications - overseas Case Law citations:
Lord Griffiths in Rush & Tompkins Ltd v GLC [1989] 1 AC 1280 at 1299G–1300G said as follows:
“The “without prejudice” rule is a rule governing the admissibility of evidence and is founded
upon the public policy of encouraging litigants to settle their differences rather than litigate them
to a finish. It is nowhere more clearly expressed than in the judgment of Oliver LJ in Cutts v Head
[1984] Ch 290, 306 …”
‘It is the fact that the privilege is itself abused that causes the loss of the without prejudice
protection’ – as per Savings and Investment Bank (in Liquidation) v Fincken [2003] EWCA Civ.
1630 [at 57].
“the ground for dis-applying the cloak of without prejudice [is] that it would otherwise be used to
protect a fundamentally dishonest defence” – as per Merrill Lynch v Raffa unreported 15 May
2000
“there was a serious and substantial risk that the exclusion of the evidence of this part of the
negotiations would act as a cloak for perjury” – as per Berry Trade Ltd v Moussavi [2003] EWCA
Civ 715.
Australian Case Law: 8
Justice Lander in Pihiga Pty Ltd v Roche [2011] FCA 240 specifically noted that the Without
Prejudice privilege will fail to provide protection where:
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the evidence, if withheld, would act as a cloak for perjury, blackmail or some other
“unambiguous impropriety”;
the evidence showed that an agreement should be set aside on the grounds of
misrepresentation, fraud or undue influence, extending to conduct which is misleading or

Karen Ingram and Roxana Carrion, ‘Litigation and Dispute Resolution Insights: Misled during mediation? Will "without
prejudice" privilege protect those misrepresentations?’, 08 April 2011,
<http://www.claytonutz.com/publications/newsletters/litigation_and_dispute_resolution_insights/20110408/misled_duri
ng_mediation_will_without_prejudice_privilege_protect_those_misrepresentations.page>.
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deceptive and a contravention of section 52 of the Trade Practices Act (now section 18 of
Schedule 2 of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth));
the evidence gave rise to an estoppel (Hodgkinson & Corby v Wards Mobility Services [1997]
FSR 178);
the evidence explained delay or apparent acquiescence;
there is a question as to whether the “without prejudice” communications have resulted in a
concluded compromise agreement; and
an offer is made “without prejudice except as to costs”. In such cases, the parties “without
prejudice” negotiations may be considered when deciding the question of costs.

Effect of the Evidence Act on the Without Prejudice communications: 9
Without Prejudice evidence can be tendered if it reveals misleading or deceptive conduct that
occurred in the context of settlement negotiations.
Section 131(2) of the Evidence Act has codified many of the common law exceptions, and
introduced additional exclusions. For example, the privilege will not apply to communications or
documents:





that contradict or qualify evidence that is likely to mislead the court (section 131(2)(g));
relevant to determining liability for costs (section 131(2)(h));
affecting a right of a person (section 131(2)(i)); or
made or prepared in furtherance of the commission of a fraud or an offence (section
131(2)(j)) or a deliberate abuse of power (section 131(2)(k)).

Tribunal’s inherent power & overriding statutory duty to protect its process from abuse ignored:





Brimson v Rocla Concrete Pipes Ltd [1982] 2 NSWLR 937 at 940 --- 944, and
Ashby v Commonwealth of Australia (No 4) [2012] FCA 1411 [4], as well as
s.42(1)(d)(iii) of the CTTT Act 2011 (NSW) pertinent to Contempt of Tribunal, and
s.30(1)&(2)(a) of the CTTT Act 2011 (NSW) paraphrasing: The Tribunal may, in concern to

proceedings causing disadvantage, if the party causing the disadvantage is the applicant order that the proceedings (or part of the proceedings) be dismissed or struck out).
Despite all the facts, clarity of public policy on the issue, legislation and overabundance of case law
principles the Member still refused to admit into evidence the intimidating blackmail and
contemptuous email correspondence dated 19/12/12 with obviously incorrect excuse that “it is
privileged correspondence”.
Such conclusion, together with the overall displayed attitude, is capable to place the Member into
breach of the following statutory duties:


to ensure the Tribunal is accessible by being aware of barriers such as … literacy … which may
impede a party in presenting their case,
(treating the un-represented and legally untrained Respondent unfavourably by refusing to
provide even basic procedural assistance – in comparison to the provision of substantive legal
advice to the Applicant who is experience criminal lawyer – is hardly making the Tribunal
accessible)



control the proceedings in order to create an environment which is courteous and respectful of
all participants,

9

Mary Still, Timothy Webb, ‘Litigation and Dispute Resolution Insights: "Without prejudice" privilege: traps for young
(and old) players’, 02 August 2006,
<http://www.claytonutz.com/publications/newsletters/litigation_and_dispute_resolution_insights/20060802/with
out_prejudice_privilege_traps_for_young_and_old_players.page>.
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(making the Respondent feel like an idiot, by using condescending tone and intimidating tenor,
frequently yelling only at him is hardly courteous or respectful – and is certainly beyond the
limits of “considerable impatience”)


ensure proceedings are conducted in a manner which is transparent and seen to be fair,



make decisions according to the law, with due regard to fairness and equity and the substantial
merits of the case,



conduct hearings and make decisions with due rigour, diligence and intellectual honesty



always apply the law equally and without bias,



clearly identify the issues in dispute and orders sought,



ensure that evidence is given as concisely as possible, while still allowing full ventilation of all
relevant issues,



provide reasons promptly as outlined in the Consumer, Trader and Tenancy Tribunal Act 2001.

PROVISION OF FREE LEGAL ADVICE TO THE OCCUPANT DIRECTLY IN THE HEARING 22/02/13:
On the issue of electricity bills the Member provided free legal advice to the Occupant (lawyer)
voluntarily offering to her that, since she is unable to action the Occupant’s order in the way it is
currently formulated, she could however order the Owner to refund the electricity instead.
Member Simon also promised to look up the relevant law for the Occupant (lawyer), and in case the
Occupant for the third time misconceived her Application then she will allow her to amend it again
according to the advice Member Simon just provided.
Much later in the proceedings Member Simon again, freely and voluntarily formulated defence or
argument for the vexatious Occupant, in relation to the Owner’s attempt to bring into issue and into
evidence all Applicant’s previous Frivolous and Vexatious Applications 10 – all containing horrific
criminal accusations however all without any evidence – by her spontaneous offer to the
Applicant/Occupant that the Tribunal can deal with that on the fact that it is irrelevant and asked if
the material prejudices the Occupant in any way.
Quite obviously the Occupant’s unsubstantiated allegations of Fraud in her Applications were clearly
NOT IRRELEVANT – as they were regurgitated by the Tribunal in its Decision [at 30] in the context
that the ‘Respondent intended to avoid jurisdiction of the RTA’.
More seriously, when the Owner attempted to provide relevant evidence in this context in the
Hearing 22/02/13 – he was prevented and stopped from doing so by the Member.
These events, as described, make a very strong appearance of collusion between the Occupant and
the Tribunal Member. The relevant evidence is in the Tribunal’s audio record of the Hearing
22/02/13.

APPEARANCE OF BREACH OF THE TRIBUNAL MEMBER CODE OF CONDUCT:
Note: the Tribunal Member Code of Conduct is based on the Member’s duties listed in the CTTT Act
2001 (NSW).
Provision of legal advice and assistance to only the more privileged party (lawyer) while refusing to
provide any assistance to the unrepresented party, in fact denying the unrepresented party’s right to
effectively present his case and to be heard, including the Member’s constant inappropriate rejection
of the unrepresented party’s legally correct arguments appears to be in stark breach of Tribunal
Members general duty to demonstrate fairness, integrity, impartiality and expertise.
More comprehensive list of Member’s duties as per the ‘Tribunal Member Code of Conduct’ is as
follows (quoting):
10

and Submissions, including the Occupant’s email correspondence dated 19/12/12
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abide by the principles of natural justice and procedural fairness, in particular, by giving each
party a reasonable opportunity to present their case and to answer the case against them,



ensure the Tribunal is accessible by being aware of barriers such as language, cultural
background, literacy or disability which may impede a party in presenting their case,



control the proceedings in order to create an environment which is courteous and respectful of
all participants,



communicate in a clear, plain manner which can be understood by the parties,



ensure proceedings are conducted in a manner which is transparent and seen to be fair,



make decisions according to the law, with due regard to fairness and equity and the substantial
merits of the case,
conduct hearings and make decisions with due rigour, diligence and intellectual honesty
be patient, courteous, tolerant and treat all parties, representatives, witnesses, interpreters, staff,
other Members and any other persons having business with the Tribunal in a way that respects
each person’s dignity,






protect parties and their representatives from any behaviour of other parties which may threaten
their dignity, including behaviour which is unnecessarily aggressive or which is racist, sexist or
shows religious or other bias,



always apply the law equally and without bias,



undertake their Tribunal responsibilities independently and free from influence external to
proceedings,



advise the parties of any matter which might give rise to a perception of bias and conflict of
interest and determine whether in the circumstances it is appropriate to conduct the proceedings,



refrain, save in exceptional circumstances, from any communication (either orally or in writing)
or association during the course of proceedings with a party, legal representative or witness in the
absence of the other party or parties or their representatives,



clearly identify the issues in dispute and orders sought,



ensure that evidence is given as concisely as possible, while still allowing full ventilation of all
relevant issues,



provide reasons promptly as outlined in the Consumer, Trader and Tenancy Tribunal Act 2001.

REFUSAL TO PROVIDE ADJOURNMENT:
Tribunal inequitably refused to provide urgent Adjournment and Extension of Time to comply with
Service of Documents Order only to the Respondent,


despite the Respondent’s wife (who represented him) collapsed in the Hearing 22/02/13 and
suffered Serious Psychological Injury requiring treatment & urgent assisted break from the stress
due to the Member’s profound mismanagement of the Hearing 22/02/13, and



despite the Tribunal was informed that the Respondent is unable to represent himself and
compete against the professional lawyer who is actively legally assisted by the Tribunal, and



despite the Respondent needs to travel overseas, and



despite the Tribunal’s records show that the Applicant’s request for her adjournment of
proceedings (without due provision of any evidence for the necessity of that adjournment) was
granted on 22/10/12 by Tribunal Member Charles - 2 days before her request for that
adjournment was actually made on 24/10/12.

9

withheld

withheld
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SUMMARY OF FACTS AND EVIDENCE:
EVENTS & FACTS:
The Occupant responded to a Serviced Holiday Apartment advert advertised on Domain, which was
actively linked to an advert on Gumtree which provided even more details about available services.
The prospective Occupant came to inspect the Holiday Apartment and applied for that holiday
accommodation on 24/12/11 and advised that she wants to commence an agreement from 03/01/12.
The prospective Occupant also separately inquired about availability of a standard residential
tenancies contract under the RTA 2010 (NSW) – which she represented she preferred if it was
available.
The prospective Occupant was given information about the more rigorous Application Processing
Schedule and the requirements for 100 points identity check and the need for Rental References.
Occupant expressed having some difficulty with obtaining Rental References.
It was therefore discussed and mutually agreed that if she does not provide the required information
she will get the Holiday Accommodation Contract for which she applied for.
Insufficiency of Residential References was confirmed by the prospective Occupant’s email dated
24/12/11.
The Owner’s assistant responded to this email on the same day 24/12/11 in context that this is
insufficient and specifically (quoting):
“I will process your application straight after receiving your details”. 11 This logically meant that the
required details were not yet received and that whatever was sent in the Applicant’s preceding email
dated 24/12/11 – was clearly insufficient – and the Respondent was still waiting for further
information – as was discussed during the Viewing Session earlier that day on 24/12/11, and as was
promised in the Applicant’s email 24/12/11.
As the due date of 03/01/12 was fast approaching and the Owner could not wait for the requested
information any longer he emailed on 30/12/11 that the Applicant was successful in securing the
Holiday Accommodation Contract as was agreed on 24/12/11.
On 31/12/11 the Prospective Occupant emailed back (quoting):
“Please be as relaxed as possible - . . . I’ll have a look to make sure we’re covered”.12 “I’d assumed
that the 3 month contract ... did not apply to us. ... Please do not be worried as we will be able to
have an agreement!”, 13
Because the Applicant never provided the required information or valid Residential References, she
agreed with the Holiday Accommodation Contract as per her email dated 31/12/11.
THE CONTRACT:
The prospective Occupant (criminal lawyer) zealously pursued, negotiated and co-authored the
Holiday Contract from 24/12/11 till 02/01/12.
There were 2 versions of Contract. The first one being the draft copy containing the Occupant’s
written notes instructing changes to the Contract, with the other one being the final version.
The prospective Occupant signed different parts of the final version of the Holiday Contract on
02/01/12 and 03/01/12.
The Holiday Contract contains a Declaration signed by the Occupant, attached under its Part 5 on
page 26 at par 1 (quoting): “On (insert date) 24.12.2011 I submitted a Luxury Holiday
Accommodation Reservation Form and paid a reservation fee amounting to the first week’s rent.”
11

Reference: the Occupant’s/Applicant’s Folio 11 attached to her CTTT Application (filed 17/08/12)

12

Reference: Occupant’s Folio 19 par. 2 in her CTTT Application (filed 17/08/12)
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Reference: Occupant’s Folio 21 par. 1 & 3 in her CTTT Application (filed 17/08/12)
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OCCUPANT’S BREACHES OF CONTRACT:
The Occupant during her stay committed multiple breaches of contract, engaged in repeated rent
strikes by failing to pay her rent in full repeatedly withholding some money, damaged the property,
also breached a couple of Strata By-Laws, engaged in extortion, blackmail and intimidation of the
Owner and his assistant.
When it became obvious that she will be held liable for her conduct and for the damages occasioned
to the luxurious newly renovated property (which was communicated through the Owner’s email
dated 14/08/12), she then responded on the same day 14/08/12 (after 8 months of reliance on the
Holiday Contract) through her letter of extortion and intimidation addressed to the Owner most
rudely requesting an automatic change of contract into an RTA and extorting a payment of money for
which she did not qualify on the grounds that the Contract is purportedly illegal.
CONTRACT TERMINATION:
The Owner terminated her occupancy on 17/08/12 by a 2 weeks’ Notice.
FIRST OCCUPANT’S TRIBUNAL APPLICATION:
On 17/08/12 the Occupant published in her Tribunal Application for Urgent Hearing a myriad of
unsubstantiated accusations of fraud, harassment, trespass, vexation and bullying to the point of
causing her a fear for her life and personal safety.
She also alleged many breaches of contract allegedly occasioned by the Owner – naturally all of her
accusations were without any evidence what so ever.
THE VEXATIOUS NATURE OF THE ORDERS REQUESTED:
She requested the Tribunal to make following Orders (among many others):





for the Owner to be ‘locked out of the apartment without the need for the Applicant to give him a
copy of her keys’,
to re-classify the Holiday Contract into an RTA under s.11 of the RTA 2010 (NSW),
to secure a 18 month long fixed term lease under the RTA,
to ban the Owner from all forms of contact with the Occupant, requesting that all Owner’s
inquiries/correspondence will go always strictly through the Tribunal.

It should have been apparent to the Tribunal that this was a Malicious, Frivolous and Vexatious
litigant right from the beginning.
TRIBUNAL’S TERMINATION ORDER:
That Application culminated in the Tribunal’s Order made by the Tribunal Member T. Simon dated
31/08/12 ordering that the Occupant is to return full Vacant Possession of the premises by
02/10/2012.
APPLICANT’S BREACH OF THE TRIBUNAL’S ORDER:
The Occupant breached that Order by failing:



to send a valid Notice of Intention to Leave (if departing earlier than 02/10/12) in line with the
s.223 of the RTA 2010 (NSW), and
by failing to give 7 days prior notice (as per Order) and by consequently failing to give the Owner
an opportunity to be present on the Occupant's Final Inspection.
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The Occupant breached that Order despite she was warned not to do so (in a Guide to Final
Inspection sent to her by the Owner on Tuesday 25/09/2012 14) being clearly informed that the valid
date for Final Inspection was, in the given circumstances, Tuesday 02/10/2012 and that the Owner
cannot participate on Sunday, but that he will be available on that Tuesday (Monday being public
holiday) – and asked the Occupant to specify her best time.
The Owner was simply too scared to conduct the Final Inspection in absence of an independent
witness (which was impossible to obtain for Sunday) due to the Occupant’s prior false defamatory
and malicious accusations that the Owner harassed and bullied her to the point of the Occupant
being scared for her safety and life.
The Occupant then informed the Owner through email on 28/09/12 on Friday (normal working day)
9:54AM that she will make her own arrangements as to Final Inspection, 15 and on 29/09/12 Sat
9:15AM that she vacated the premises on 28/09/12. 16
The Occupant also breached that Tribunal’s Order by failing to return full Vacant Possession and by
continuously actively using (from 29/09/12 till 03/12/12) part of the Owner’s property (specifically the
mail box) despite she had an alternative mail box available to her (being the Karabar address which
she is still using).
The Tribunal’s records show that the Tribunal adjourned the proceedings 2 day before the Occupant
requested the adjournment.
She successfully adjourned the proceedings with a reason of going to an overseas trip to Singapore
and a study trip to the Northern Territory, which according to the Tribunal Policy is not a valid reason
for an adjournment.
The Occupant did not provide any valid address or any other contact on which she could be
reached, and her email address responded with an automated message (quoting):
“This is an automated message.
Your message has been deleted.
You have been advised not to correspond with me at my email address and to only send
correspondence in writing to your address”. 17
APPLICANT’S BREACH OF THE TRIBUNAL’S ORDER CAUSED RENTAL LOSS OF $5,085.72:
As a result of the Occupant’s complete ban on all correspondence and communication, while
adjourning the Proceedings and going overseas for holidays and a study trip, but still actively using
the Owners property (mail box) --- the consequence was that damaging and defamatory Tribunal
related mail was being sent to the Owner’s mail box.
This has breached the Owner's as well as his prospective new occupiers right for privacy as well as
full and unhindered occupation of the premises - for which reason the premises were not able to be
safely rented (safely - i.e. without the potential of legal action for breach of privacy or full occupancy
rights).
By this conduct the Occupant caused an unnecessary rental loss of $5,085.72.
APPLICANT’S INTENT TO CAUSE LOSSES & DAMAGES TO THE OWNER:
Evidence of the Occupant's intent to use the mail box is in the Occupant’s CTTT Application filed
05/10/2012 which provides the Grantor's/Property Owner's address instead of the Occupant’s
address.
14

Reference: Owner’s Folios 79-81 (filed 24/01/2013)

15

Reference: Owner’s Folios 36 – par 2 (filed 24/01/2013)

16

Reference: Owner’s Folios 37 – 3-rd par from bottom (filed 24/01/2013)

17

Reference: Owner’s Folios 78 (filed 24/01/2013)
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Further evidence is in the following Applicant’s requests for Tribunal Order (quoting): s.187(1)(a):
“The Landlord and the Landlords agent (or ‘manager’) are to desist from all communication with the
tenant and her husband that all future demands on the tenant be made after having sought an order
from the Tribunal …”. 18 - for which reason she refused to provide her correct address to the
Grantor/Owner of the premises.
She then adjourned the proceedings for the purpose of her trip to Singapore and also for the field
study trip to Lajamana in the Northern Territory.
Further evidence is in the Occupant's instructions to the Owner (quoting): “You are notified that I am
uncontactable by any means of correspondence from Friday 5pm 28 September 2012 until early
November 2012, and so any correspondence you post to me will not be received until that time.”, 19
and (quoting):
“You are reminded that the address for any correspondence from you remains [your address]. A mail
redirection has been organised through Australia Post and took effect from Friday 29 September
2012. If any mail is inadvertently delivered to [your address] it should be redirected to Coogee Post
Office. You are also advised again that I will not accept any correspondence from AK.” 20
The Occupant did NOT organise a Mail-Redirection-Service but a Mail-Holding-Service consequent
to which the Owner was receiving all Tribunal related as well as other mail into his mail box.
According to the Occupant’s admission this service was effective from 29/09/12 i.e. one day after she
allegedly returned Vacant Possession on 28/09/12 – this means that the Occupant at the time of
organising this service no longer possessed the requisite legal right to use this particular MailHolding-Service.
Documentary Evidence of small representative sample of the mail received is in the Owner’s Folios
129-130 (filed 24/01/13).
Note: the mail was not “delivered inadvertently” but intentionally as a
paid service and in breach of the Tribunal’s Order, privacy legislation and other relevant laws.
In addition, the Occupant’s photograph in her Folio 273 – attempting to prove return of all of her
keys – depicts an opened mail box showing all keys lodged inside. Since it is unclear how was the
Occupant (lawyer) able to open the mailbox to take a picture from the inside of the box after she
deposited all of her keys inside – this photographic evidence represents either an intentionally
misleading evidence – or proof of the Occupant unlawfully keeping copy of the mailbox keys. 21 This
is not the only example of misleading evidence.
The problem with this case is that the Member relied only on this kind of evidence.
FOLLOWING APPLICATIONS:
The Fraud against the Owner was maintained in her following Application dated 05/10/12 as well as
in the Hearing 22/02/13. Note: claims of Fraud attract higher onus of proof on the claimant.
The allegation of fraud was (quoting):
“The landlord … insisted on 3 months lease, … and … represented [it] was not affected by the Act.
He explicitly stated that he wished to avoid the terms of the Act, specifically the amount of the
Bond. I was influenced by these statements [to sign the Holiday Contract] and also the claim that
the landlord had already entered into many similar agreements successfully in the past, which I was
shown.” 22
18

Reference: Occupant’s CTTT Application (filed 17/08/2012) under Folio 94-95, specifically the Folio 95 [at par 3]

19

Reference: Owner’s Folios 36 – par 3 (filed 24/01/2013)

20

Reference: Owner’s Folios 39 – last par (filed 24/01/2013)

21

Reference: Occupant’s CTTT Application (filed 21/12/2012) under Folios 273 – the opened mail box photo showing
keys inside – either intentionally misleading evidence – or prove of unlawfully keeping copy of the mailbox keys
Reference: Occupant’s CTTT Application (filed 17/08/2012) in its Cover Letter/Submission on pg 01, par 3

22
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The Occupant amended/sanitised her Application on 03/12/12 before Member Campbell in order to
escape potential finding of engagement in Frivolous and Vexatious litigation due to not having any
evidence to support her accusation of Fraud or any other accusations.
In her Application she requested the full return of her Security Deposit money, the cost of the
Tribunal Filing Fees, money for replacement of the negligently broken toilet lid by a non-party to a
contract, refund of her payments for electricity and made many other unreasonable demands.
No evidence of any fraud purportedly committed by the Owner was ever supplied, with the
Occupant actually admitting in her Closing Submission that she does not have any, which amounts to
following breaches:








s.71 of the CTTT Act 2001 (NSW) - pertinent to Misleading Statements in the Application before
the CTTT,
s.42(1)(j) of the CTTT Act 2001 (NSW) – Contempt of Tribunal by false statement or declaration,
s.192G of the Crimes Act 1900 (NSW) – dishonest publication of false or misleading material to
obtain financial advantage,
s.314 of the Crimes Act 1900 (NSW) pertinent to False Accusations,
s.307A of the Crimes Act 1900 (NSW) pertinent to False and Misleading Application,
s.474.17 of the Criminal Code Act 1995 (Cth) – publication intended to threaten, harm or which
is deemed to menacing or defamatory,
with the above breaches triggering the operation of the Defamation Act 2005 (NSW) & the
Vexatious Proceedings Act 2008 (NSW)  consequently triggering operation of s.497, s.42 &
s.48 of the Legal Profession Act 2004 (NSW).

Interestingly, the Tribunal Decision 19/04/2013 did not find that the Holiday Accommodation
Contract was in any way invalid or in breach of the s.8(1)(h) of the RTA 2010 (NSW), but found,
without any evidence, that ‘the Respondent intended to avoid jurisdiction of the RTA’, despite an
evidence was delivered to the Tribunal that the Applicant (lawyer) co-authored and signed the
Contract.
In fact, the valid written contract and in it recorded mutual agreement of both parties was never taken
into consideration.
INTIMIDATION:
The Applicant (lawyer) engaged in repeated intimidation of the Owner/Respondent during
proceedings with the last one via her email correspondence dated 19/12/12. This amounts to
Contempt of Court as per section 42(1)(d)(iii) of the CTTT Act 2001 (NSW).
Quoting an extract from the email dated 19/12/12:
‘‘…I just felt: I really don’t want you to be harmed. Quite suddenly I didn’t feel like ‘‘teaching
you a lesson’’ any more. It’s become clear …, the Tribunal will grant me the orders that
I’m seeking, and… you will be ordered to repay the bond moneys. … The tribunal member is
likely to find that you’ve committed an offence under the Act – actually several. … Even
though I’m planning to remove applications for you to be prosecuted, these offences are
corollaries of the findings that the Tribunal will make - Tribunal members refer matters for
prosecution of their own motion. If you add these up its likely to cost you thousands more
dollars, than just returning my bond, e.g. To make the situation worse, your names and the
property address will also be published. The Tribunal would find no reason to withhold the
details, but would find that it’s in the public interest to release that information. It’s the same
thinking that the Tenant’s Union and advice service have; they’ve both really encouraged me
to take this to hearing … The problem is, though, that even if the Tribunal were to agree with
you, it won’t help you. A barrister I worked with once described it like this: we’re both in the
same boat and one person is chucking rocks in the other end of the boat – at the end of the day
the one at the rock end sinks – but so does the one chucking the rocks… … I can see that the
Tribunal hearing will be difficult, stressful and confusing, as it will likely be more complex than
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this adjournment. I don’t know about CTTT powers, but from what the Tribunal member
warned it appears that the Tribunal might order costs against a party who unnecessarily delays
the hearing. … I realise that as the applicant I am the one who says whether we go ahead or
drop everything. … I asked myself: what do I really gain by pushing this hearing to the limit?
I win, but is there really any satisfaction in that? I imagined what it would feel like walking out
from the hearing, with you left facing a prosecution process, fines, a criminal history and future
income loss. It seems very bitter that the “winning” is really only that you lose a lot, and it
seems completely disproportionate to the scale of the dispute. I recognise that part of me is
still resistant to this as I have people strongly advising me that I should instead take you to a
different forum to seek the full amount plus damages – but really – I just don’t want to fight. …
“I realise that you are very angry at me, and blame me in part at least for agreeing to the
contract. … I know now that I should never have agreed to the contract and should have just
walked away when we weren’t going to get what we needed, which was regular long term
lease. … I wish everything could be undone …, and just left you to let the apartment to
people who really did only want to use the apartment for a holiday for a couple of months.” 23
Note: The Tribunal Decision 19/04/13 never found that the Holiday Accommodation Contract was
in any way invalid, illegal or in any disharmony with the s.8(1)(h) of the RTA 2010 (NSW).
The Applicant’s (who is a lawyer) motivation for litigation is revealed in her following (quote):
“In my view, the trigger for this Notice has been the threat of legal action by me 3 days prior in
respect of recompense for the replacement of the toilet seat, ...”. 24
Note: The toilet seat replacement under the RTA 2010 (NSW) does not belong under “Urgent
Repairs”, and is listed (in the NSW Fair Trading Fact Sheet) as ‘‘minor alterations’’ for which
the Grantor ‘‘… may not unreasonably refuse to give consent …’’. 25
Further quoting under the ‘‘Rules on costs: Generally, an added fixture or change made by
you is at your own expense unless your landlord offers to pay. … You are not able to go to the
Consumer, Trader and Tenancy Tribunal seeking to get back money for improvements so
make sure that this is agreed upon well in advance.’’ 26
In any event, the evidence provided by the Applicant herself in her email dated 07/08/2012 27
is that the toilet lid was negligently broken by sitting on it by a non-party to a contract, and
was replaced by that non-party to a contract, yet the Applicant (lawyer) is repeatedly extorting
money from the Owner for which she is clearly un-eligible.

REQUIREMENTS FOR PROOF OF JURISDICTION:
In the context of jurisdiction, it being not a matter of subjective assessment but a question of
objective assessment of Fact (as opposed to question of unverified and unsupported Claim) as per:
Jonsson v Arkway Pty Ltd and Anor [2003] NSWSC 815, as well as considering that the Tribunal
cannot give itself jurisdiction in the absence of legislative grant of power which was excluded by
s.8(1)(h) of the RTA 2010 (NSW) – the Tribunal failed to provide a clear, transparent and detailed
Statement of Reasons listing all objective, factual, material evidence relied on for its decision that it
has jurisdiction – simply because there is none.
23

Reference: Respondent’s Attachment 34 [Folio 236 --- 238] (filed 24/01/13)  Applicant’s email to the Respondent
dated Wed, Dec 19, 2012 at 1:15 PM --- sent without the ‘‘without prejudice’’ label and without any genuine offer to
settle --- hence is admissible as evidence

24

Reference: Respondent’s Folio 134 [par03] (filed 24/01/13)  Applicant’s Letter dated 30/08/2012 to the Respondent
regarding the Contract Termination Notice [pg 1 of 10, par 03]

25

Reference: NSW Fair Trading, ‘Alteration requests from your tenant: Information for landlords’ Fact Sheet, March 2012
[pg1], annexed under the Respondent’s/Grantor’s Attachment 23 --- Folio 131
Reference: NSW Fair Trading, ‘During a tenancy, information for tenants: Asking to make an alteration’ Fact Sheet,
February 2012 [pg14]
Reference: Occupant’s Folio 182 in her CTTT Application Folio 182 (filed 17/08/2012)

26

27
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The Tribunal previously considered in Ng v Wee [2011] NSWCTTT 396 that the Applicant bears the
burden of proving the existence of the Residential Tenancy Agreement.
Because in cases of accusation of fraud (in this case made by the Occupant/Applicant) – with the
fraud ‘having the immediate consequence of stultifying the operation of the legislative scheme to
afford natural justice to a party” (in SZFDE v Minister for Immigration & Citizenship (2007) 81 ALJR
1401 at [49] – a requirement of higher onus of proof on the claimant of the Fraud was clearly
formulated in Marshall and Discrimination Commissioner and ors [1998] ACTAAT 258 (quoting):
“Where allegations have serious consequences for the person affected, whether in respect of
reputation or otherwise, the Tribunal should not make findings unless satisfied according to the
appropriate degree of satisfaction that the allegations have been substantiated. Where the ultimate
finding the Tribunal is asked to make depends upon finding that a person has committed unlawful act
the Tribunal will not act upon generalised statements that unlawful activity has occurred, but will
require evidence of the commission of specific unlawful acts to the satisfaction of the Tribunal.”
In addition, in Armstrong Jones Management Pty Ltd v Saies - Bond and Associates Pty Ltd (RLD)
[2007] NSW ADTAP 47 party cannot successfully bring a claim for ‘misrepresentation or
unconscionable conduct or fraud’ unless some action is taken by the wronged party within
reasonable amount of time. Failure to do so may give rise to an estoppel which would prevent the
party’s claim for ‘misrepresentation, unconscionable conduct or fraud’ (even if it occurred, which it
did not in this case – which should be obvious from the general conduct of the litigant).
None of the mentioned case laws or principles contained therein were ever followed, despite the
Occupant happily used the Holiday Contract for 8 months, and alleged the fraud for the first time on
14/08/12 in her extortion and blackmail email to the Owner – in response to the Owner’s indication
to her that her Contract is in process of Termination. She then alleged the fraud for the second time
on 17/08/12 in her first Tribunal Application.

MEMBER’S MISREPRESENTATION OF LAW:
The Member inappropriately over-relied on and misapplied a WA Case Law: Re Glynn; Ex Parte
Royle & Ors [2003] WASCA 122. She erroneously claimed [at 29] of her Decision that the s.13(2) of
the RTA 2010 (NSW) is an equivalent to the ‘bona fide’ provision in the RTA 1904 (WA) which
consequently allowed her to consider surrounding circumstances instead of the express, complete
and written Contract.
The Tribunal intentionally omitted from quoting the s.8(1)(h) of the RTA 2010 (NSW) – in order to
conceal from the face of the record the obviousness of its misrepresentation and misinterpretation of
the section.
On page 8 of the Decision [at 26] the Member completely misconstrued the s.8(1)(h) which actually
states (quoting):
“an agreement made for the purpose of giving a person the right to occupy residential premises for a
period of not more than 3 months for the purpose of a holiday”
Section 8 therefore exempts all agreements made for the purpose of giving a person the right to
occupy premises for the purpose of a holiday.
Consequently the Member erred in concluding that the real question therefore was ‘whether the
purpose of the occupation was for a holiday’ because the real question actually is ‘whether the
agreement was made for a holiday purpose’, or more correctly, ‘whether the agreement was made
for the purpose of giving a person the right to occupy premises for the purpose of a holiday’.
The legislative construction of the s.8(1)(h) therefore clearly implies that purpose of the agreement is
as relevant a consideration, as is the process of the making the Contract for a holiday purpose – that
being the negotiation process culminating in mutual agreement.
That is a huge difference.
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There was no evidence provided by the Applicant that the Holiday Contract was not prepared for her
to give her a right to occupy the Owner’s premises for a Holiday Purpose.
However, there was plenty of evidence that the Applicant (lawyer) was the major driving force
behind the Holiday Contract, zealously pursued and negotiated the Contract in a situation of
oversupply of cheaper rental accommodation in the area, co-authored the Contract, and signed on
page 8 of the Contract that she understands what she is signing, and on page 26 also signed a
Declaration that she applied for Holiday Accommodation.
The Applicant also admitted in her email 19/12/12 (quoting):
“I realise that you are very angry at me, and blame me in part at least for agreeing to the contract.
… I know now that I should never have agreed to the contract and should have just walked away
when we weren’t going to get what we needed, which was regular long term lease. … I wish
everything could be undone …, and just left you to let the apartment to people who really did
only want to use the apartment for a holiday for a couple of months.”, 28
- unambiguously admitting that ‘she did not let the Respondent’ to let the premises to someone else.
Not less significantly, on pages 8 and 9 of the Decision [at 27] the Member completely forgot to
report a highly relevant dictum from the case she relied on Re Glynn; Ex Parte Royle & Ors [2003]
WASCA 122 [15, 16, 66] which explicitly states that only where the contracts are not written, or
when the contract’s purpose is not clear, express or written, or when the contract’s purpose appears
to be in disharmony with the governing legislation then, and only then the consideration of
subjective intention of the parties to determine the purpose of the contract is permissible. Essentially,
the dictum states that it is ‘the terms of the tenancy that are of primary consideration, and that any
considerations of whether the tenancy is protected by an RTA will be ruled by the principle of
cardinal importance dictating that such considerations depend upon the terms of the tenancy and
not on subsequent events or ancillary matters’.

MISREPRESENTATION AND READING INTO EXISTING FACTS & EVIDENCE, FABRICATION OF
NON-EXISTENT EVIDENCE FOR THE PURPOSE OF MANUFACTURE OF NON-EXISTENT
JURISDICTION:
Not less seriously, in contrary to documentary and factual evidence in the possession of the Tribunal,
and without any objective and factual material evidence from the Occupant ”… that would, in the
absence of any other material, establish to the requisite standard of satisfaction of the Tribunal that
the alleged fraudulent conduct occurred” 29 the Tribunal published [at 30] of its Decision 19/04/13
that ‘the Respondent intended to avoid jurisdiction of the RTA’ – with a clear aim to assist the
Occupant to improperly obtain non-existent jurisdiction in absence of evidence in order to escape or
minimise her liabilities under the Holiday Contract.
The Member falsely claimed [at 30], without referring to any evidence, that the Respondent himself
stated that the Applicant’s lack of references was the reason for giving her the alternative Holiday
Contract, or in other words, for substituting Residential Tenancy Contract for a Holiday Contract.
That never happened, neither the Respondent nor even the Applicant herself ever made any such
claim.
This is a very serious problem – as this appears to have been misconstrued by the Tribunal.

28

Reference: Respondent’s Attachment 34 [Folio 236 --- 238] (filed 24/01/13)  Applicant’s email to the Respondent
dated Wed, Dec 19, 2012 at 1:15 PM --- sent without the ‘‘without prejudice’’ label and without any genuine offer to
settle --- hence is admissible as evidence

29

Reference: Marshall and Discrimination Commissioner and ors [1998] ACTAAT 258
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FINDINGS WITHOUT EVIDENCE CAUSING SUBSTANTIAL INJUSTICE THROUGH UNJUSTIFIED
DEFAMATION OF THE RESPONDENT ON PUBLIC RECORD:
This resulted in the Tribunal’s defamation of the Respondent. The Applicant’s multiple acts of Fraud
were in effect a fraud on the Tribunal, with the consequence that the Tribunal constructively failed to
exercise its jurisdiction to protect its legal process from abuse i.e. failed in its duty to protect the
integrity of its processes and, thereby, maintain public confidence in proper and fair administration of
justice – hence giving rise to jurisdictional error.
It is strongly suspected (from the facts and records available) that the Tribunal did actively cooperate
with the Applicant and that this was aimed to assist the Occupant to escape her liabilities for the
damages she caused to the Luxury Holiday Apartment.
This Member’s false claim [at 30] is in breach of the Jonsson v Arkway Pty Ltd and Anor [2003]
NSWSC 815 as well as the Marshall and Discrimination Commissioner and ors [1998] ACTAAT 258
with the latter dictating the admission and treatment of evidence which carries potential for great
prejudice, such as Defamation, (quoting):
a) “Where allegations have serious consequences for the person affected, whether in respect of
reputation or otherwise, the Tribunal should not make findings unless satisfied according to
the appropriate degree of satisfaction that the allegations have been substantiated. Where the
ultimate finding the Tribunal is asked to make depends upon finding that a person has
committed unlawful act the Tribunal will not act upon generalised statements that unlawful
activity has occurred, but will require evidence of the commission of specific unlawful acts to
the satisfaction of the Tribunal.”
b) “In particular a party to Tribunal proceedings is not required to bring evidence to disprove
allegations or assertions made concerning the conduct of that person or of any other person.
A person who makes allegations or assertions about the conduct of another must produce
material to the Tribunal that would, in the absence of any other material, establish to the
requisite standard of satisfaction of the Tribunal that the conduct occurred.”
The only relevant Occupant’s evidence in her Closing Submission filed 06/03/13 on page 5 is as
follows (quoting):
“… There may be other reasons to account for this, however this would involve implying
impropriety or malicious intent of which there is not conclusive proof.”,
while also admitting that the only factual documentary evidence she has is the email correspondence
prior to reaching an agreement (which is irrelevant), and that there is no factual documentary
evidence capable to prove that the tenant applied for 12 months lease because the evidence in the
signed Holiday Contract itself displays the Occupant’s own signed Declaration, attached to the
Holiday Contract under its Part 5 on page 26 at par 1 (quoting): “On (insert date) 24.12.2011 I
submitted a Luxury Holiday Accommodation Reservation Form and paid a reservation fee
amounting to the first week’s rent.”
Also significantly, the Occupant never claimed in any of her Tribunal Applications or Submissions or
even in her oral Hearing testimony that the Owner ever offered her a Contract under RTA, or that
he later switched or substituted an RTA Contract for an alternative Holiday Contract, for which
reason the Owner just could not have been intentionally avoiding anything especially not the
jurisdiction of the RTA.
The “Finding” that the ‘Respondent intended to avoid jurisdiction of the RTA’ also contradicts the
Occupant’s own oral evidence provided under oath in the Hearing 22/02/13 30 that she entered
knowingly and willingly into what she perceived to be an illegal contract, and that she believed on
02/01/13 that the contract was noncompliant with Statute before she signed the contract on 03/01/13.
She also submitted under oath that the perceived illegality of the contract influenced her to sign the
contract – this occurred as a consequence of the Owner’s demonstration in the Hearing that the
30

Reference: the Tribunal’s Audio Record of the Hearing 22/02/13
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Owner never convinced her that he entered in the past into similar contracts or that the contract was
valid – as a consequence of his demonstration that it was the Occupant who made that claim
(quoting): “This is a contract, that's fine - and it's legal as it is - but it is different from the contract
we thought we are entering in”, 31
“Please be as relaxed as possible - . . . I’ll have a look to make sure we’re covered”, 32
“I’d assumed that the 3 month contract ... did not apply to us. ... Please do not be worried as we will
be able to have an agreement!” 33
“… I wish everything could be undone …, and just left you to let the apartment to people who
really did only want to use the apartment for a holiday for a couple of months.”, 34
Please kindly note the following Occupant’s evidence (quoting):
“The landlord … insisted on 3 months lease, … and … represented [it] was not affected by the Act.
He explicitly stated that he wished to avoid the terms of the Act, specifically the amount of the Bond.
I was influenced by these statements and also the claim that the landlord had already entered into
many similar agreements successfully in the past, which I was shown.” 35

FRAUD:
From all the evidence and facts it strongly appears that the Applicant intentionally committed her
first Fraud by zealously pursuing, negotiating, co-authoring and entering into (by signing) what she
perceived as illegal contract, and then again her second Fraud on 22/02/13 when she provided false
statements on oath to the Tribunal that it was the Owner who assured, convinced (and therefore
deceived) her about the validity and legality of the contract, and that she was un-aware of the law,
read the wrong legislation – when it is clear on the records that she was referring in her emails to the
correct and recent 2010 (NSW) legislation – being a lawyer.
Yet, without any objective and factual material evidence ”… that would, in the absence of any other
material, establish to the requisite standard of satisfaction of the Tribunal that the conduct
occurred” 36 the Tribunal published [at 30] of its Decision 19/04/13 that ‘the Respondent intended to
avoid jurisdiction of the RTA’ – to assist the Occupant in obtaining jurisdiction in its Tenancy
Division, despite no injustice or inconvenience what so ever would have been caused to the
experienced lawyer in seeking her remedy in the more appropriate General Division jurisdiction of
the Tribunal.

UNEQUITABLE & UNFAIR TREATMENT OF EVIDENCE:
DEFECATING EVIDENCE:
The Occupant (lawyer) submitted, in breach of the Tribunal’s Order, 37 new and processed evidence
in response to the Respondent’s evidence 38 (i.e. in abuse of the Tribunal’s process) which contained
among other “evidence” also a video without image but with clear audio of the Occupant
31

Reference: Owner’s Closing Submission (filed 22/03/2013) under the Transcript of Recording Table 01 on page 32

32

Reference: Occupant’s CTTT Application (filed 17/08/2012) in its Folio 19, par 2

33

Reference: Occupant’s CTTT Application (filed 17/08/2012) in its Folio 21, pars 1 & 3

34

Reference: Respondent’s Attachment 34 [Folio 236 --- 238] (filed 24/01/13)  Applicant’s email to the Respondent
dated Wed, Dec 19, 2012 at 1:15 PM --- sent without the ‘‘without prejudice’’ label and without any genuine offer to
settle --- hence is admissible as evidence

35

Reference: Occupant’s CTTT Application (filed 17/08/2012) in its Cover Letter/Submission on pg 01, par 3

36

Reference: Marshall and Discrimination Commissioner and ors [1998] ACTAAT 258

37

dated 03/12/12 which stipulated that her deadline for her tender of evidence was 21/12/13

38

which was due and filed on 24/01/13
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Defecating. The file name of the video: is in the footnote 39. There was no need for this evidence as
other images and videos of the padlock were also on that CD.
Despite all of the evidence on that CD was inadmissible as it represented new evidence as well as
evidence out of time and outside process – it was still admitted into evidence by the Member.
On the other hand, the Respondent’s audio evidence proving that the Occupant (lawyer) was lying on
oath in the Hearing dated 22/02/13 – was refused to be admitted by the Member – despite it was
legally obtained under s.7(3)(b) of the Surveillance Devices Act 2007.
In this context, according to the Annotations to the CTTT Act 2001 (NSW) written by John D.
Fitzgerald on page 32, such biased treatment of evidence is unfair and un-equitable also because of
the Tribunal’s power to admit new necessary evidence which is relevant and capable to ascertain a
fact – even after the conclusion of the Hearing while still before the Decision being made. The
governing principles for doing so, as summarised by ADT, are for example:
a.)
b.)
c.)
d.)

The nature and extent of the evidence
The extent to which it can affect the outcome of the case
Relevance of the evidence to the central issues under consideration
The reason why it was not able to be presented in the Hearing (error, misunderstanding or
deliberate and calculated action)
e.) Consequential cost to parties relevant to reception of the evidence
f.) The extent to which fairness and interest of justice would be better served by allowing the
evidence (French v Sydney Turf Club Ltd (at trial [2002] NSWADT 24) at [43] applied Z v
University of A, Dr D and B (No.6) [2003] NSWADT 260)

Clearly, the refusal to admit the Respondent’s new evidence lawfully provided in his self-protective
response/defence against the Applicant’s false and malicious accusations of Fraud and blatant lies on
oath (amounting to criminal contempt) would without doubt be considered by any fair minded
independent observer as completely biased, unfair and unjustified in the given circumstances of the
Member’s inappropriate admission into evidence of the Applicant’s new and processed evidence
provided in breach of the Tribunal’s Order, as well as in abuse of the Tribunal’s process,
accompanied by Applicant’s provision of misleading information regarding the evidence to the
Tribunal.
Find details in the Tribunal’s audio record of the Hearing 22/02/13 as well as in the Respondent’s
Closing Submission filed 22/03/13 on pages 11 to 15.

MEMBER’S PROTECTION OF THE APPLICANT FROM FINDINGS OF CONTEMPT AND FRIVOLOUS
AND VEXATION LITIGATION:
The Member seriously denied procedural fairness to the Owner/Respondent through:


derailing and preventing his right to speak and effectively present his case (despite being falsely
accused of Fraud without evidence), and through



the Member’s constant disruptive and derailing interruptions designed to



prevent the Respondent from being able to ask questions during his cross-examination of the
Occupant, and even through



attacking the Respondent in the Hearing during his cross-exam of the Occupant asking him
whether he is alleging Tribunal’s corruption in providing Legal Advice to the Occupant --- when it
was clear that the Respondent was only asking why did the Occupant make such statement in
her email dated 19/12/12. 40

39

“\A. Images relevant during tenancy\IMAGES BEACH … during tenancy mostly 20110722\IMG_1256 Please turn
down sound! accidental film entry\IMG_1256 accidentally filmed entering shows opening padlocks and a little of the
entrance perhaps 20110820.MOV”

40

Reference: Occupant’s admission located under Owner’s Folio 236-238 (filed 24/01/13)
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The Respondent’s questioning of the Occupant attempted to show that the Occupant intimidated the
Respondent during proceedings which amounts to contempt, intimidation, annoyance and vexation.
Naturally, the answer was never obtained --- and the Occupant was effectively protected by Member
Simon from findings of contemp.
The Member also wasted about half an hour (if not more) of the Hearing’s valuable time with baseless
attacks of the Respondent trying to convince him that he needs either an interpreter or a hearing loop
– despite it was her, the entire time, who intentionally refused to properly hear and understand.
The profound mismanagement of the case by the Member resulted in a complete nervous breakdown
of the Owner’s wife in the Hearing 22/02/13 to which first aid officers needed to be called. This had
the consequence of the Hearing being interrupted and never finished because the Owner clearly did
not get the due opportunity to properly finish his cross-exam.
This did not stop the Tribunal in publishing adverse, however completely unsubstantiated findings
against the Owner that ‘the Respondent intended to avoid jurisdiction of the RTA’.
The Member also prevented the Respondent from raising in the Hearing the issue of crucial evidence
that being the Occupant’s (lawyer’s) email 19/12/12 41 of intimidation of the Respondent during
proceedings advertising herself as being in receipt of Substantive Legal Advice directly from
Tribunal, attempting to convince the Respondent to settle because if he does not the Tribunal will
find for her and he will have criminal findings made against him – which is her primary motivation in
this Litigation.
It also reveals the Occupant’s malicious intent including confession that: 42

1.) She intended to cause harm to the Owner (quoting): “… I just felt: I really don’t want you to be
harmed. Quite suddenly I didn’t feel like “teaching you a lesson” any more. …”

2.) Her predominant and primary motivation was to cause maximum damage to the Owner through
Defamation (quoting): “It seems very bitter that the “winning” is really only that you lose a lot,
and it seems completely disproportionate to the scale of the dispute. …”, and that
the recovery of remedy is insignificant to her compared to her real goal to cause maximum
damage

3.) That her motivation was to Publicly Defame the Owner (quoting): “… I asked myself: what do I
really gain by pushing this hearing to the limit? I win, …, with you left facing a prosecution
process, fines, a criminal history and future income loss.”

4.) That her motivation for the legal action was malice – specifically a recovery of money for which
she is not qualified (quoting): “In my view, the trigger for this Notice has been the threat of legal
action by me 3 days prior in respect of recompense for the replacement of the toilet seat, ….”43

5.) That she is receiving Substantive Legal Advice directly from Tribunal (quoting): “The Tribunal
would find no reason to withhold the details, but would find that it’s in the public interest to
release that information. It’s the same thinking that the Tenant’s Union and advice service have;
they’ve both really encouraged me to take this to hearing [Note: the Tenant’s Union and advice
service represent only one contactable entity]
Please note that the Occupant already achieved her malicious goal - due to the Tribunal’s erroneous
publication at [par 30] of its Decision 19/04/13 that ‘the Respondent intended to avoid jurisdiction
of the RTA’ – which was achieved by the Tribunal’s inappropriate and erroneous reversal of onus of
proof, failure to follow Jonsson v Arkway Pty Ltd and Anor [2003] NSWSC 815 and Marshall and
Discrimination Commissioner and ors [1998] ACTAAT 258, and its unjustified disregard of relevant
41

Reference: Owner’s Folios 236-238 (filed 24/01/2013)

42

Reference: Owner’s Folios 236-238 (filed 24/01/2013)

43

Reference: Owner’s Folios 134 [par 03] (filed 24/01/2013) - showing the Occupant’ Letter dated 30/08/2012 to the
Owner [pg 1 of 10, par 03]
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evidence, failure to rely on relevant evidence, reliance of unjustified and unverified claims in absence
of evidence, as well as the Tribunal’s incredible opinion [at 30] that (quoting): “The Tribunal is
particularly concerned by the respondent’s statement that they declined to enter into a residential
tenancy agreement simply because the respondent was not satisfied in relation to the applicant’s
residential references and employment assurances” - which is off-course fallacious in that it is
completely divorced from any logic as well as a fact that all Real Estate Agents have a fiduciary duty
owed to their clients to protect their client’s property through effective screening of all applicants for
accommodation. The only grounds on which they must not make negative recommendations are
those listed in the Anti-discrimination Act. Lack of references is one of the most lawful and valid
ground for the refusal of an RTA Contract.
Despite these facts, clear public policy, legislation and principles in relation to not-genuine ‘Without
Prejudice’ communications the Member still refused to admit this intimidating and blackmail
correspondence in breach of the Evidence Act as well as the multitude of case law available – as
covered above under the subheading “Reasons for Strong Suspicion of Tribunal Corruption”.

CTTT CHAIRPERSON’S REFUSAL TO INVESTIGATE:
On 09/05/13 the response from the CTTT Chairperson (Stuart Westgarth) to the Respondent’s request
for investigation 44 − was as follows (quoting):
“I, as Chairperson of the Tribunal am responsible for the efficient and effective operation of the
Tribunal. … With regard to your comments of bias and misconduct, you have not provided
significant or specific details of the alleged misconduct by Member Simon. Dissatisfaction with
Tribunal decisions does not necessarily equate to bias and misconduct. I reiterate that it would be
improper for me to disqualify a member from hearing a matter because a party to proceedings prefers
a different member.
There are structured processes available to seek redress through a rehearing if a party considers
that there has been substantial injustice.
As the matter remains before the Tribunal I am in no position to entertain further correspondence. …”

CHAIRPERSON’S REFUSAL TO GIVE RE-HEARING:
The Chairperson refused to give Re-Hearing to the Respondent in regard to finalised proceedings on
jurisdiction on unclear grounds in his correspondence dated 10/05/13 which was labelled “Written
Reasons” however only contained Opinion without a specific, clear or valid logical Reason opining
that the Application for Re-Hearing is misconceived.

RESPONDENT’S REQUESTS FOR CLEAR STATEMENT OF REASONS: ALL REFUSED
The Respondent sent his last request for Statement of Reasons addressed to the Registrar with a Cc to
the Chairperson on Fri, May 10, 2013 at 8:49 PM (quoting):
“SUBJECT: … Request for Reasons for Refusal of Rehearing Application
With reference to your letter signed by M Harrowell dated 10/05/13.
The letter is labelled "Written Reasons" however fails to provide any, while only providing
decision that the Tribunal considers the Rehearing Application as misconceived.
Please provide a Statement of Reasons for the refusal of the Rehearing Application as per details
below:
Please kindly explain how is the Respondent's Application for Re-Hearing of Tribunal's
Jurisdiction "misconceived" and how it would be beneficial, cost effective or reasonable to
44

who provided evidence in support of his request such as emails, documents, records and paraphrases with clear
references to the Tribunal’s Audio Record of the Hearing 22/02/13 (amounting to Tribunal’s own Records/Evidence)
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continue to entertain the substantive matter when the Tribunal, as it stands, does not have the
jurisdiction to do so?
(keeping in perspective the $200 million running cost of Tribunals as per the statement by Kay
Ransome in her article "Call for NSW tribunals overhaul" in The Australian dated 28 October
2011)
Please specifically provide detailed information about what exactly and specifically did the
Respondent misconceive when the proceedings on jurisdiction have been completed according to the advice in the Notice of Decision dated 19/04/13, and when the s.68 of the
CTTT Act 2001 only applies to situations where the Tribunal has jurisdiction, and when the
word "proceedings" is defined in the CTTT Act as a general description of all and any of the
intermediate/preliminary/interlocutory steps/issues/matters being considered pertaining to a
dispute including an alternative dispute resolution process and most importantly when the
s.68(1) refers to any proceedings that have been determined.
Substantial Injustice was caused to the Respondent by the Tribunal's unfair and inequitable
decision made in absence of evidence and legal authority that it has jurisdiction.
In this context (with reference to my previous request for detailed statement of reasons by email
dated 29/04/13) considering that jurisdiction is not a matter of subjective assessment but is a
question of an objective assessment of Fact (as opposed to question of unverified and
unsupported Claim) as per:
Jonsson v Arkway Pty Ltd and Anor [2003] NSWSC 815, as well as considering that the Tribunal
cannot give itself jurisdiction in the absence of legislative grant of power which was excluded by
the s.8(1)(h) of the RTA 2010 (NSW) - please provide a clear and detailed Statement of
Reasons listing all factual and material evidence relied on by the Tribunal in its decision (mailed
on 19/04/13) that it has jurisdiction.
This request relates to the fact that the Tribunal is a creature of statute – allowed only to
exercise authority conferred onto it strictly by the statute and its s.8(1)(h) of the RTA 2010
(NSW)).
The s.8(1)(h) of the RTA 2010 (NSW) excludes all agreements made for the purpose of giving a
person the right to occupy premises for the purpose of a holiday.
Please clearly identify all factual and material evidence relied on which proved that the
Holiday Contract was not made for the purpose of giving a person the right to occupy
premises for the purpose of a holiday.
Please provide the requested information as a matter of high priority due to the limited time
available.
Thank you
Yours sincerely
……

The Respondent”

NO ACCESS TO JUSTICE, NO QUALITY OF SERVICE & SQUANDERING OF PUBLIC RESOURCES
CONFIRMED:
There is no affordable avenue available (with the consequence of “No Access to Justice”) to the
unjustly aggrieved to raise issues and concerns relevant to what strongly appears to be Tribunal’s
impropriety which was demonstrated through its abuse of its powers as well as of the law for
furtherance of fraud and criminal conspiracy in the Tribunal’s endeavour to assist one party.
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